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What a surprise ….Saturday’s Hash was an A2B,
now one of the benefits of this is that it cuts out the
possibility of SHORTCUTTING, but seeing as how the
SCOTTY award holder has left our sun kissed shores
to take up residence down under breeding kangaroos ( that’s Feral F Flaps) many people think that 3
A2Bs in a row were a bit excessive especially since
last week’s offering by Muffdiver saw us absailing a
goodly part of the route, so when I eventually found
the A site I was pleased to see such a large turnout
of 60 chatterboxes blocking the road and eagerly
anticipating Leopard Piss’s latest offering.

Once the minute hand reached the top of the
hour Crive marched into the Circle and brought
the mob to silence with parade ground discipline, next we had the Hare, resplendent in lime
green hairpiece, a certain improvement on the
silver locks, he gave us detailed instructions of
the up and coming challenge and bade the
cripples to hang back for a minute, then sent
the rest of us on our merry way, only he didn’t
say where the On On was located so 50 or so
brave souls spread out and searched for the
paper, ON ON eventually sounded and the
game’s afoot.
Check one wasn’t too far round the corner and although I heard a whisper of “ I think I saw
the vehicles “ nobody made an issue and we carried on to what was a clever use of the
area, he carefully avoided wire and other obstructions and although we got our tootsies
wet so what. About 10 checks he had said at the outset
and he wasn’t far from the mark as in the first couple of
clicks we had 5 of the buggers. Being an old sea dog myself I could sense that we were heading for the briny and
although the crafty devil chucked in a back check to confuse the already confused, everyone and his uncle knew
we were on the home strait.
Once we had negotiated the crossing of the main road
and successfully avoided the maniac drivers, we took to
the beach and pressed on towards the finishing line. The
Rambos had a little more to do before they got their hands
on the ice cold tinnies that awaited in the back of Grannybasher’s pristine pisstruck, another back check was placed
and caught some of them but the majority found the path
to paradise and ON IN sounded out much to the relief of
many.
It took a bit of fuckin’ around before we had all the bangers
back to B site and Circle up sounded.
Crive as G.M. and long standing Hash Shit decided that
the efforts of Lima Papa were so outstanding that a vote
wasn’t necessary and happily kept the necklace.
Because of the delay in starting proceedings and one or
two grumbles we whizzed through all the rest of the formalities and those included 2 christenings, Keith loving husband
of Chapped Lips became Numb Nuts While the Lithuanian
lovely emerged as Ice Pussy or Frozen Pussy I’m not sure
which.

In between times there were several arses gracing the bucket including Tubby, Big Yin, No
name Steven and Masterbates.
Grannybasher and Big White Telephone accepted the congratulations on their successful
completion of many years of wedded bliss, then octogenarian Leopard Piss put his hand in
his pocket to keep the throng slurping.
We are all looking forward to finding out what G.R.A. has to offer next Saturday when we
descend on Lamai Valley, keep your eyes on the website.
It was a pleasure to see Corkscrew back to the Hash after having some pretty serious repairs
made to his feet!
That’s all Folks
ON ON
TRASHER

